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1o Let R be an arbitrary Riemann surfaces and fix a 1-cycle c
and a Beltrami differential / on R arbitrarily. For every t with
0_tl we denote by ft and R the quasiconformal mapping from R
with the complex dilatation t/ and the Riemann surface if(R), respec-
tively, and denote the 1-cycle if(d) by the same d for every 1-cycle d
on R.

Now let be the holomorphic F0-reproducing differential for a
given c on R. (Cf. [2, 1.5], and recall that O=(Fo(R)) in the
notation of that paper.) Then the main purpose of this paper is to
show the following

Theorem 1. For every 1-cycle d, we have that

Corollary. When 00, then it holds that

-dr
Because O[ 2 [ O, Corollary ollows at once from Theorem 1.

Here or a holomorphic quadratic differential =a(z)dz and a Beltrami
differential p p(z)(d2 / dz) on R, we set
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2. First or every d and t, let a and the reproducers of d in

f OandFo(R9 and F(Rg, respectively, and set =0
iO=O-O. Recall that O=a+i*a, and the ollowing acts are known.

Lemma 1. 1) OeF0(R), 2) (0, )0=0.
Proof. 1) follows a onee from [3, Theorem 8], and by [3, Theo-

)o.=( ac, QEDrem 4], we have ((a) if, a,)=c d .
d)ROLemma 2. 1) 0 eFt(R), 2) (O,*0):0, 3) (0,w)a0:(0,

Proo. Because (" d is any 1-cycle on R} spans Fo(R), 1) ol-
lows from Lemma 1, 2) and acts that 6 e F(R) and F(R)=Fo(R)
+F(R). And because F(R)=Fo(R)+Ff(R), 2) ollows rom
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Lemmas 1, 1) and 2, 1), and 3) follows from Lemma 1, 1) and the fact
that o-a e F*(R). Q.E.D.

Now by Lemma 2, 2) we have (, *0)-0, hence by the same argu-
ment as in the proof of [2, Theorem 1] (cf. [2, Theorem 3]) we can
show the following

Theorem 2. Letting [I/[]=ess.sup0 I/[=k (1), we have that

1--tk
3. The proof of Theorem 1. First by [3, Theorem 4] it holds

that

I= 0-- 0= (0, oo)-- (Oc, o)o
d d

--(0 fro)o (o, =(o, (-Od)ROO)d)RO
Hence by Lemmas 1, 2) and 2, 3) we have that

I=(0, )o- (0,
On the other hand, Re (0, -o0)- (0, ae)o--(0, *a)o, hence by Lemma 2, 1)
we have that

I--Re (, 6)--Re ff /*
ddR0

Re __.I.I0 ate(if(z)).f(z)d2/ i)a(z)dz

Re __.lifo tl(z) a(ff(z)) ftz (Z) a(z) dz/ dl,

where, letting z and z-z be the local parameter on R and R respec-
tively, we set Ot- a(zt)dz and 0-- a(z)dz.

Since by Theorem 2 it holds that

ffo t(z) a(ff(z)) f(z) a(z) dzAdl-;;o [(z) a(z) a(z) dzA__
/ Io, o IIo, oS f_o Io-

we conclude that

I-t.Re;;o [’O’O/O(V)"
Thus we have shown Theorem 1.

4. Remarks. Pro. Y. Kusunoki proved in 1 a similar results
as Theorem I or periods o normal differentials on Riemann surfaces
o class 0", and showed the complex differentiability of period matrix
on the Teichmtiller space o such a surface with respect to the Bets’
coordinates.

"And for the holomorphic reproducing differential + we, Prof.
K. Oikawa proved the same formula as in Theorem 1 in the case that
the Beltrami differential / has a compact support, and the general
case can be treated similarly as above.
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